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THIS AGREEMENT made this day of
, 1996 by and between TIlE COUNTY OF
COLUMBIA and-THE COLU1v1BIACOUNTY SHERIFF as joint employers, hereinafter referr~d
to as "EMPLOYER" and THE COLUMBIA COUNTY DEPUTY SHERIFF'S BENEVOLENT
ASSOCIA TION, hereinafter referred to as CCDSBA, declare_it to be their mutual policy that in
order to promote harmonious labor relations between the employer and its employees, the principle
of collective bargaining is to be employed pursuant to the NEW YORK STATE PUBLIC
EMPLOYEES FAIR EMPLOYMENT ACT and that no article or section in the contract is to be
construed to be in violation of the Ne\v York State Civil Service Law.
ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION AND DUES DEDUCTION
SECTION I -- Reco~nition
The employer recognizes the CCDSBA as the sole and exclusive representative for all full
time Deputy Sheriffs of the employer including Deputy Sheriff Investigators, Deputy Sheriff Road
Patrol, Deputy Sheriff Road Patrol Sergeant, Captain, Sgt. Communications, and Communications
Officers, and further acknowledges that the fonner Columbia County Deputy Sheriffs Benevolent
Association has been voluntarily divided into two units by its membership and the new unit not
covered under this agreement is no\v known as the COLUMBIA COUNTY CORRECTION
OFFICER'S BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
This AGREEMENT excludes tbe County Sheriff and the Undersheriff from the
representative unit.
"SECTION 2 -- Payroll Deductions
A. Exclusive Ri~ht
The CCDSBA shall have the exclusive right to payroll dues deductions.
B. Dues and Group Insurance Authorization
The Employer shall deduct !Tomthe wages of the employees who signed authorization cards
pennitting such payroll deductions for membership dues and the Health Insurance Plan.
C. Remittance
Deductions shall be made unifonnly and consistently on each payday of the month. Funds
thus collected shall be transmitted to the Treasurer, CCDSBA, County Court House, Allen Street,
Hudson, Ne\v York 12534, on a monthly basis.
D. Continuation
Deductions authorized by any employee shall continue as so authorized unless and until such
employees notify the Employer of their desire to discontinue or to change such authorization in
writing. Notification of discontinuance of deductions shall be in writing and signed by the employee
and submitted to the Employer in triplicate. One copy shall be forwarded to the Treasurer of the
CCDSBA by the Employer and one copy shall be retained by the Employer.
E. Resronsibilitv for Deducted Monie~
The CCDSBA assumes responsibility for the disposition of such funds so deducted once they
are turned over to the CCDSBA.
ARTICLE II
COMPENSAnON
SECTION t - Titles
A list of titles and the respective salary grades for each title shall be annexed as Appendix
2
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"A". Appendix "A" reflects and incorporates the negotiated increases for the years covered under
this AGREEMENT as follows:
A. Retroactive to January 1, 1996, the salaries of bargaining unit members electing not to enroll
in the special 20 or 25 year retirement programs, which election shall be made no later th~
December 31, 1997, shall be increased two and one-half percent (2 1/2%). Bargaining unit members
who elect to enroll in the sPeCial20 and/or 25 year retirement programs shall receive no pay increase
retroactive to January 1, 1996.
B. Effective January 1, 1997, the salaries of all bargaining unit members shall be increased four
percent (4~1».
C. Bargaining unit members hired after the execution of this Agreement shall receive a staning
rate $5,000.00 less than the top Deputy rate. Each year thereafter, said salary shall be increased
$1,000.00 until they reach top of grade. Employees hired after-the execution of this Agreement shaH
not receive longevity steps 2 through 4. Ne\v hirees who are certified police officers shaH be hired
at the appropriate step based upon years of experience.
D. Effective January 1, 1994 there shall be the following rank differential:
1. Sergeants shall receive a salary differential of 10% above Deputy Sheriff.
2. Investigators shall receive a salary differential of 15% above Deputy Sheriff.
3. Senior investigators shall receive a salary differential of 17 1/2% above
Deputy Sheriff.
4. Captain shaH receive a ~alary differential of 25% above Deputy Sheriff.
Pre-shift briefing pay shall not be included in base salary for tbe purposes of calculating rank
differential.
E. Effecti\'e January I. 1998. the salaries of bargaining unit members electing not to enroll in
3
"the special :0 or 25 year retirement programs shall be increased 1\voand one-half percent (2 1/2%).
Bargaining unit members \vho elect to enroll in the special 20 or 25 year retirement programs shall
receive no P3Yincrease effective January 1, 1998.
SECTION" -- Rules for Administration of the Salarv Plan
A. New Emplo\'ees
New ~mployees appointed to a position \vhich is allocated to a specific salary grade shall be
paid the applicable staning salary for that grade and step~less ten percent (10%) during the tlrst six
(6) months l)f employment. which shall be a probationary period.
B, TemporaI"\' or Provisional Emplovees
An ~Il1ployee \\'ho has been continuously employed on a ten1porary or provisional basis shall.
upon receiving permanent appointment to the same position. be cr~dited \vith the length of time he
has seI"\'ed in that position on a provisional or temporary basis in determining the salary of his
permanent rl)sition and his Anniversary date.
c. Tran:,ter or R~3ssignment
a. Upon permanent transfer or reassignment to a higher position. there shall be no
immediate ('hange in the annual salary of an employee unless his salary at the time of such transfer
or rC:1Ssignnlent is below the salary grade to which the ne\\" position is allocated. Should 3n
employee t-~ reassigned or transfeITed to a position title which is allocated to a salary grade having
a hi!.!her sa1.~rYthan the !.!r:1defrom which he was reassi!!ned. such transfer or reassiunment sh:11lbe
- .
-
-
. -
considered .: nron1otinn :1nd th~ I~gal pro\'isions go\'eming proml)tions shall apply,
b. Upon permanent transfer or reassignment to a knver position. there shall be an
imm~Jiat~ :-~Juction in an enlployc:e's salary to the applicable ratc of the lower position.
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"D. Temporary Assi~nment to a Position Allocated to a Hiiher Salmy Grade
If an employee temporarily assigned (Duration of two (2) or more weeks) to a position
allocated to a higher salary grade, the salary shall be raised to the level of such higher grade
commencing with the flI'St(1st) working day of the third (3rd) week. Upon reassignment to his
original pOsition, he shall return to his original salary level.
E. Reinstatements
An employee hired after January 1, 1976, who is reinstated to a position which is allocated
to a specific salary grade shall be paid the then current salary for the position to which he is
reinstated~ provided he has satisfied the first six (6) months trial period required at the "Hiring Rate".
F. Job Preference
Promotions to positions in the bargaining unit shall be in accordance with the provisions of
the Civil Service Law.
G. Pertl)nnance Evaluation
All employees shall be evaluated semiannually for job perfonnance and shall be evaluated
under the criteria of the Job Evaluations Fonn attached as Appendix "Cn. The employer and the
Sheriff reser e the right at any time to modifY, change, or aIter the Job Evaluation Fonn, only after
notifying and consulting with the CCDSBA.
SECTION ~
- Pay Period
The pay period shall be interpreted as consisting of ten (10) working days or two (2) calendar
weeks. ,"'hie hever is longer.
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SECTION 4 -- Premium Pay
A. Shift Differential
Effective January 1, 1994, the shift differential shall be as follows:
Aline $.65 per hour
Cline $.60 per hour
Effective January I, 1995, the shift differential shall be as follows:
A line $.75 per hour
Cline $.70 per hour
B. Overtime Pay
a. Members of the bargaining unit whose briefmg pay was converted into base sala y
shaH be compensated for authorized work perfonned in excess of 41.25 hours per week. Employees
who are not required to line up shall be compensated for all authorized work in excess of 40 hours
per week. Such overtime compensation shall be either in the form of time and one-half cash
payment based on the number of overtime hours worked, or time and one-haIf compensatory time
off for the time actually worked, at the election of the employee. This paragraph applies to all
overtime assignments for whatever reason made.
b. Compensatory time off\vill be granted in blocks of eight (8) hours (one regular work
day), when an employee accumulates such an amount. Whenever possible compensatory time off
will be add~d to the employee's regularly scheduled two (2) consecutive days of[
c. The scheduling of all compensatory time off is at the discretion of the Sheriff.
d. Compensation time will be limited to a total accumulation of five working days or
forty (40) hours, after which, time and one-half (I 1/2) shall be paid in cash. For contract year
January I. 1996 throuS!h December 31. 1996. the County agrees to increase the ma."imum
6
..
accumulation of compensatory time to 80 hours. If mutually agreed between the parties, the increase
may be extended on a year-to-year basis.
C. Call in Time
If an employee is called in by the Employer on an emergency call in basis or for court
appearances. the Employer shall provide a minimum guarantee of three (3) hours cash payment at
"time and one-half'. For work performed in excess of three (3) hours the overtime provisions of this
AGREEMENT will prevail, i.e., cash payment at time and one-half: or compensatory time off at
time and one-half. Call in time shall be deemed to be those occurrences where employees are
directed to rerum to work.
D. There will be two (2) mandatory meetings per year for all personnel for which all employees
not on duty will be paid overtime as set forth above. Only exception to attendance will be if
employee is on vacation, personal leave, or sick leave. The meetings will not exceed 3 hours and
the personnel will be given 15 days notification.
SECTION" -- Milea~e Reimbursement
Effective January 1, 1988, employees authorized to use their personal cars to conduct
Sheriffs business shall be reimbursed at the rate of $.22.5 cents per mile.
SECTION 6 -- Lon~evity
(a) Longevity shall be earned effective on the employee's seniority date, (date of hire)
and shall not be added to the employee's base salary for any other reason other than overtime and
retirement as provided bY,law. The longevity shall be paid on December Ist of each year of thc
contract.
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Service Amount
2-4 vears
5-9 vears
10-14 vears
..
15-19 years
20+ years
$ 600.00
$1,000.00
S1.500.00
S2.000.00
$2.200.00
(b) Employees hired after the murual ratification of this Agreement shall not receive the
longevity for years 2-4. Effective Janual)' 1. 1997, the 20 year longevity shall be eliminated (no ne\\'
longevity'at 20 years -capped at $2,000.00).
SECTION 7 -- Preshift Briefing
Deputies~ Sergeants and Communicarjons Officers shaH be required to report to \\'ork 10
minutes prior to their assigned shift and shall receive 10 minutes line-up pay at time and one-half.
which line-up pay shall be converted into base salary and paid at rhe rate of -fivehours per month.
Such pre-shift pay shall not be included in the base for the pW'P0sesof establishing rank differentials
per Article II~Section I(e).
SECTION 8 h Canine Officer
Effective January 1, 1994, Canine Officers who are assigned and in possession of a dog shall
receive $2,400.00 per year. This payment $hall be deemed in compliance \\r1ththe provisions of the
Fair Labor Standards Act and shall be paid quarterly.
SECTION 9 -- On-CaH Pav
Effective JanUM)'L 1994, the Captain shall receive nine hours per month straight time pay
in lieu of being on call. Effective January 1. 1995, the Captain shall receive 10 hours of straight rime
pay in Ji~uof being on call.
."\
ARTICLE III
WORK DAY, WORK WEEK
SECTION 1 -- Work D~y. Work Week
A. Normal Work D~y -Work Week
The nonnal work week for all employees, except the Road Patrol, shall not in any event be
in excess of fony (40) hours, consisting of five (5) consecutive work days not in excess of eight (8)
hours per day. Employees shall have two (2) consecutive twenty-four (24) hour days, a total of
fony-eight (-18)consecutive hours off each week. Except in the event of emergencies, employees
shall finish their work day at the place it began.
The Road Patrol and Communications officers shall work on a "A" (I I :00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.),
"B" (7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.), and "C" (3:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.) three-shift basis, each man of the
Road Patrol rotating shifts at the end offourteen (14) days, with one (I) holiday every 29 days. The
Communication Officers shall work steady shifts. The working segment is to consist of twenty-nine
(29) days being made up of periods five days on, two days off, five days on, two days off, five days
on, two days off, five days on, two days off, plus one holiday on the 29th day. The sole exception
to this rotation rule shall be the Captain who shall work only the (B) shift, and shall have Saturday
and Sundav off
The foregoing work schedules are subject to change at the discretion of the Sheriff in the
event such change is required.
SECTION ~
Not\\ithstanding Section I above, for a six month period commencing January I, 1996, and
ending Jun~ 3D, 1996~ the Sheriff and the Union agree to the following shift schedule:
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Permanent A Shift 11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.
Rotate B Shift 7 :00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Rotate C Shift 3 :00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.
This shift schedule shall be in effect until June 30, 1996, and shall be evaluated by the Sheriff
and the Union during the period June I, 1996 to June 30, 1996, at which time, UpOn mutual
agreement~ said shift schedule may be implemented on a pennanent basis. Should the parties fail
to approve a permanent ne\v schedule, the schedule shall reven to the schedule set forth in Se<;:tion
1 above.
ARTICLE IV
HOLIDAYS WITH PAY
SECTION 1 -- Holidavs With PaX
A. Desi [!nated HolidaY~
a. All employees shall be entitled to time off with pay on the following holidays: New
Year's Day. Abraham Lincoln's Birthday, George Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day,
Independence Day, Christmas Day, Veteran's Day, Thanksgiving Day, Colwnbus Day, Election Day
and Martin Luther Kings' Birthday. Effective upon the signing of the Agreement, Labor Day shall
no longer be observed as a holiday. It shall be replaced with a floating holiday which may be taken
off wi th the approval of the Sheriff. In order to receive the floating holiday, the Employee must
actually work on Labor Day.
b. Labor Day shall be a designated holiday for non-shift personnel.
B. G~nteed Holiday~
Should any of the above holidays fallon a Saturday, Sunday. or nonnal work day, employees
shall be granted another day in lieu thereof. The desires of the employee with respect to the
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rescheduled holiday shall be considered except where work load or assignments would dictate
otherwise. Should it be impossible due to work loads or assignments to schedule an ";n lieu. day,
then such day shall be added to the employee's vacation time. The foregoing does not apply to shift
personnel.
C. Work on Holidays
1. Shift personnel who are scheduled to, and who work, on Labor Day, shall be given
eight hours compensatory time. Employees who are not scheduled to work on Labor Day but who
are called in shall be paid time and one-half for hours worked.
2. Employees who work on Easter, Memorial Day, July 4th, Thanksgiving Day,
Christmas Day and New Years Day shall be paid one and one-half times their tegular rate of pay in
addition to their regular rate of pay for time worked on such days. Effective January I, 1994,
Employees who work on all other designated holidays shall be paid one-half the regular rate of pay
(4 hours) in addition to their regular rate of pay for time worked on such days.
ARTICLE V
VACATIONWITHPAY
SECTION T -- Vacation Schedule and Rules
A. Vac~tion Schedul~
Subject to the limitations set forth herein, County employees shall be entitled to accrue
vacation \\ith pay in accordance with the following schedule:
Length of
Employment
Based on
Anniversarv Date
Vacation navs
Per Month
V'ly.
En..
Anniversary Date
thru completion of
4th yr. of service
I day 12
11
Length of
Employment
Based on
Anniversarv Date
Vacation Days
&r Month
Y'ly.
k
Begin. of 5th yr.
thru completion
of 9th year of
servIce
1.25 days
per month
15
Begin. of 10th yr.
thru completion of
14th year of service
1.583 days
per month
19
Begin. of 15th yr.
thrucompletion of
20th year
1.833 davs
per month
22
Begin. of 21 st yr.
and thereafter
2.0 days
per month
24
B. Vacation EIi~ibiIitx
Employees shall earn and use vacation as follows. During the flI'Styear of employmen~ the
employee shall accrue, but shall not be eligible to use vacation. Beginning on the employee's first
seniority date (date of hire) (beginning the second year of employment), the employee may use
vacation accrued in the previous year. During the second year of employment, and in subsequent
years. employee shall continue to.
accrue vacation as set fonh in the vacation schedule. An employee
shall not be entitled to use accrued vacation until the employee's seniority date following the year
of accrual.
c. Anniversarv Date.
Employees shall have as their armiversary date, their actual seniority date which shall be their
date of hire with the Sheriff's Department.
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The tenns "anniversary date" and "seniority date" as used in this contract shall have the same
meaning and shall be the employee's date of hire.
SECTION ~ - Vacation Rules and Procedure
a. Period of Employment
The period of employment refen-ed to based on Anniversary Date above shall be a period of
continuous service in County Sheriffs Department except where otherwise provided or mandated
by statute or by this Agreement.
A "day" of vacation shall be a working day, i.e., one on which the employee would be
engaged in the regular duties of his employmen~ were it not for the vacation.
An unpaid leave of absence shall not be credited towards continuous employment for credit
towards length of employment on the vacation schedule.
An employee shall be credited with all benefit accumulations only while actually carried on
a regular County payroll, either for panial or full pay.
b. VaC3tion ScheduIin~
Employees will have the right to request specific Periods of vacation time which will be
granted unless the work load demands of the employee's departmen,t prevent his being absent. In
this latter case, vacation shall be scheduled at another time mutually agreed upon by the employee
and the department head, consistent with the roles and procedures established herein.
a. Prior to April 1, each employee shall submit vacation requests to the Sheriff. Such
requests shall be in blocks of five vacation days and in multiples of five. Vac:!t!on time '.ViIIthe~
be assigned on the basis of seniority, except that each employee shall be entitled to at least five
consecutive vacation days in the months of June. July, or August where administratively possible.
Failure of an employee to state a preference by April I, shaH result in loss of seniority preference
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in vacation scheduling for that year only.
Additional vacation davs not scheduled in the above manner shall be taken on a day-by-
day basis as approved by the Sheriff. However, any unused vacation time not taken by November
15 must be scheduled and approved by that date.
b. TItree men will be allowed vacation per shift, (Two trom the Road Patrol, and One
from Communications).
c. In the event that an extra week is found to be open, it shall be filled by seniority as
prescribed above.
c. Vac:lrion Carry Over
January 1st shall be the vacation carry over status date for all employees. Employees may
carry over a maximum oftive days vacation only if a written request is submitted to the SherifTby
December 1st.
d. Mandatory Vacation Us~
Beginning January 1st, 1985, emPloyees must use during each calendar year, vacation days
equal in number to that employees maximum vacation entitlement.
Beginning January 1, 1985, no employee may, except as herein provided use more than one
years vacati('n entitlement~ plus approved can-y-over during any caJendar year. No other exception
to this rule may be allowed unless due to the application of a County administrative rule an
employee is required to use ail vacation time accumulated. E.g.. prior to granting of any unpaid
leave an employee must have used all accumulated vacation days.
e. Vac~ltion Entitlement Defined
Vacation entitlement for purposes of this ARTICLE means the number of days an employee
earned or is entitled to during the last full employment year of service.
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SECTION III - Separation from Service or Death of Employee
a. Separation from Service
Upon separation from service, either by reason of resignation, tennination or retirement, with
the County, an employee shall be entitled to receive payment for unused vacation time up to a
ma.ximum of one year entitlement. Under no circumstances may an employee be paid for
accumulated vacation in excess of one years entitlement.
b. Deceased Employees
The County shall pay to the estate of a deceased employee that pro-rata vacation entitlement
earned by that employee until the time of death.
ARTICLE VI
LEAYES
SECTION 1 -. Sick Leave
A. Definition
Absence trom duty by an employee by reason of sickness or disability of himself or herself
by reason of illness, or disability of his or her family shall be allo\\'ed as provided in this section and
not other\'~ise. . Absence from duty for such reasons, if duly granted by the Sheriff: shall be
considered ~d known as "Sick Leave". The following regulation shall govern such absence from
dutv:
B. Elif;ibility
An employee may be absent from duty on account of sickness or disability. A Doctor's
certificate ~very third (3rd) day, wiIl be required unless illness is of a considerable length or
disability, then a Doctors cenificate will be required every thirty (30) days. Every leave for such
absence is granted by the Sheriff.
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c. Requirements
No employee shall receive any part of his compensation while absent trom duty because of
sickness or disability except in accordance with the provisions of this article.
D. Annual Sick Leave Credits
An employee shall be granted sick leave with pay of one (I) working day per month, ~r
twelve (12) working days a year. Such sick leave with pay shall be granted to the employee by the
Employer.
E. Accumulated Sick Leave
The twelve (12) working days a year to be allowed an employee for sick leave with pay may
be accwnulated at the rate of one (I) day a month until a total of :00 days is reached, and may be
kept to the employees credit for futUre sick leave with pay.
F. Accumulated Sick Leave Restriction
Upon becoming sick or disabled, an employee will be granted sick leave with pay to -he
extent of the unused sick leave time which he has accwnulated.
G. Extended Sick Leav«:
The Employer may, in his direction. grant sick leave at half pay for personal illness to a
penn anent ~mployee having not less than one (1) year of service after ail of his sick leave and
vacation credits have been used; provided, however, that the cwnulative total of all sick leave at half
pay hereafter granted to any employee during the service with the Employer shall not exceed one
pay period for each complete year of his service with the Employer.
H. Sick I eave as Continuous Service
Allowable and allowed sick leave time shall be considered for all purposes as continuing
service. but in the event of resignation or discharge of any employee, his accwnulated and unused
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sick leave time shall be canceled and not paid for.
1. Sick Leave in Case of Quarantine
Any employee isolated or quarantined because of exposure to a communicable disease other
than in the line of duty, shall for the purpose of this regulation be considered absent because of
sickness and shall be granted sick leave with pay during such isolation or quarantine to the extent
of his accumulated and unused sick leave time.
J. Iqjurv on Duty
Employees who occupy the Civil Service title of Deputy Sheriffshall be entitled to benefits
under the provis.ions of Section 207(c) of the General Municipal Law.An employee on le3ve
pursuant to General Municipal Law t 207 -c shall continue to accrue additional seniority and shall
maintain he=lithbenefits. The employee shall receive no other contractual benefits.
An employee other than a Deputy Sheriff who is injured on the job and receives benefits
under Worker's Compensation shall receive his regular pay for the tenn of the Worker's
Compensation waiting period without deduction from sick leave. Thereafter, the County will pay
the employee the difference between the Worker's Compensation daily payment and the employee's
regular daily salary without deduction from the employee's sick leave, up to a maximum of thirty
(30) \vorkin~ days. Beyond thirty (30) \\"orking days the employee may use any accrued sick leave
if he so desires in the regular manner.
K. Doctor's Certificate and Examination
The Employer may require a physician's certificate for any absence of more than one day,
a Doctor's C~rtificate will be required after an absence of three (3) days. Where the disability is of
long duration.. a physician's certificate will be required for each thiny days of continuous absence.
In any case. the Employer may require the examination by a physician of the Employer's own
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choosing. In the event that a physical examination is required because of alleged inness, the
Employer shall bear the expense thereof.
L. Retirement Insurance
When an employee officially retires from the Sheriff's Department under the rules of the
NYS Employee's Retirement System the employee's unused sick leave shall be converted to a cash
equi valent to be used by the County for payment of the retiree's health insurance premiums. The
cash equivalent shall be computed at the rate of S50.00 per unused sick leave day.
M. Reti ree Health Insurance
For all eligible employees hired prior to July 21, 1995, the County shall pay an amount equal
to fifty percent (50%) of the cost of health insurance for eligible retired employees of the CCDSBA
as required by the New York State Employee's Retirement System. In additio~ the County shall pay
an amount equal to fifty percent (50%) of the cost of health insurance for dependents of eligible
retired employees of the CCDSBA. The County shall pay an amount equal to seventy-five percent
(75%) of the cost of health insurance for eligible retired employees and their dependents who retire
after 20 or 25 years depending on their retirement program option.
For employees hired after~ on or after July
21" 1995, the County shall pay the full cost of
individual coverage. Any accwnuJated sick leave will be converted at the full rate of pay at the time
of retirement to pay for family coverage under the County Health Insurance Plan. When the
con,'erted ~;oney is exh:lused. the retired member may, at his/her own expense, continue to
panicipate :n the family plan of the County Health Insurance plans.
Those employees hired after July
21" 1995 who have indhidual health insurance at the time
of retirement will be able to cash in up to twenty five percent (250.lc.)of the total accumulated sick
leave at the full rate of pay at the time of retirement.
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SECTION :2 -- Personal Leave:
A. Definition
Personal Leave is leave with pay granted for the purpose of religious observance or
compelling personal business which cannot be conducted at other than during working hours.
Except in emergency situations, application must be made to the Employer at least twenty-four (24)
hours in advance of the date for such leave.
B. Eli~ibility
Employees with at least six (6) months of service shall be eligible for personal leave.
c. Amount of Leave
Four (4) days per calendar year. Unused personal leave shall be credited to the employee's
accumulated sick leave at the end of each calendar year.
SECTION ~ -- Bereavement Leave:
A. Definition
Bere~vement leave is leave with pay granted to an employee for each death in the immediate
family.
B. Immediate Family
Four (4) days shall be granted for the death of husband, wife, son, daughter, brother, sister,
mother, and father.
Three (3) days shall be granted for a death in the immediate family which shall include
grandparent. grandchild, father-in-law, mother-in-law, step father. step mother, step child, or any
other relative residing in the employee's household.
One t 1) day of bereavement leave shall be granted for the death of an aunt or uncle.
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ARTICLE VII
HEAL TH INSURANCE AND PENSION
SECTION I -- Hospitalizatioij
A. Columbia County Health Insurance Plan
All employees in the bargaining unit shall be eligible for coverage under the health insuranc~
.
plan offered by the County. Employees shall have the option of enrolling in the following health
insurance plans:
GHI Plan with inpatient deductible of $500.00 and a
prescription drug card rider with a co-pay no greater
than $5.00/$10.00.
The County shall offer employees the option of enrolling in one of the following health
maintenance organization plans:
. CDPHP-Emerald Plan, with a drug card no greater than $5.00/$10.00
. Well Care Value Plan, with a drug card no greater than $5.00
. CHP COMPRE II Plan; with 20% prescription drug card co-pay.
Employees shall be ineligible for health insurance, dental insurance or vision insurance
during their first six months of employment. If possible, employees shall have the option of
purchasing County health insurance offered solely at the employees cost during the first six months
of employm~nt.
B. Cost of Plan
The ~mployer shall provide and pay for the total cost of the premium for the employees, and
ninety (90%) percent of the premium for dependent coverage, effective January I, 1988. Effective
upon the signing of the Agreement, the employer shall pay eighty-five (85%) percent of the
dependent coverage. Effective January I, 1997, the employer shall pay eighty (80%) percent of the
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dependent coverage. Effective January I, 1998, the employer shall pay seventy-five (75%) percer.t
of the dependent coverage.
c. Health Insurance Buy Out
Employees who are covered by health insurance ftom another source may elect not to receive
health insurance from the County. Such employees must make such election in November for the
following year. The election shall be for the entire year, except if the employee becomes ineligible
for health insurance from the other source, at which time the employee may re-enroll in a County
health insurance plan and receive :l pror:lted buyout. Employees who make such election shall be
paid SI ,500.00 in the fIrst pay-period in December of the year in which the election pertains.
Where both spouses work for the County the following shall apply. When one employee h:lS
enrolled in :l tanuly plan and the spouse is enrolled in an individual plan, the spouse who is receiving
the individual coverage, may elect not to receive health insurance and obtain the $900.00 buyout.
When the employee and the spouse are both receiving individual health insurance plans, neither the
spouse nor the employee are eligible for the buyout.
SECTION ~ -- Vision Care
The County will provide the GHI Fashion Vision Plan. Employees who elect dependent
coverage, shall pay 100% of the cost of the dependent coverage.
SECTION ~
-- PensioQ
A. Ne\\" Yark State Retirement Plan
The County shall continue to panicipate in the NEW YORK STATE EMPLOYEE'S
RETIREMENT SYSTEM with all the rights and benefIts presently provided by the Retirement and
Social Security Law. (Section 89-A or 75-G whichever is applicable). The County shall offer all
members of the bargaining unit. with the exception of Communication Officers, the option of
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electing the special 20 yeJI retirement plan with the additionall/6Oth affinal average salary option
for service in excess of20 years, which shall take effect January 1, 1997.
The County shall pass a home rule message requesting that the State Legislature enact a
special 25 year retirement plan with the additionall/6Oth offmal average salary option for ser\'ice
in excess of 25 years for Communication Officers of the unit and shall utilize their best effor~ ~o
secure passage of said Legislation and shall offer same to the Communication Officers.
B. Cost of Plan
The total cost of plan shall be borne by the employer, ~xcept as the employee is required to
contribute bv law.
SECTION ~ -- Dental Plan
A. GHI Dental Plan
The County will provide the GI-ll Preferred Dental Plan. All employees shall be eligible for
membership in the current GHI Dental Plan.
B. Cost of Plan
The County will pay the cost of the premium for individual coverage. Employees who elect
dependent coverage shall pay 1000/0 of the cost of the dependent coverage (difference between
defendant cC'\"erage and individual coverage).
ARTICLE VIII
G~EVANCEPROCEDURE
SECTION 1 --Purpose
It is the intent of the Employer and the Association that all grievances be resolved infonnally
or at the earliest possible state of this grievance procedure. However, both parties recognize that the
procedure must be available without any fear of discrimination because of its use. Infonnal
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settlements at any stage shall bind the immediate parties to the settlement but shall not be precedents
in later grievance proceedings.
SECTION:! -- Definitions
A. A "Grievance" is any alleged violation of this AGREEMENT or any dispute with
respect to its meaning or application.
B. An "Employee" is any person in the unit covered by this AGREEMENT.
c. An "aggrieved pany" is the employee or group of employees who submit a grievance
or on whose behalfit is submitted, the Association and, (when it submits a grievance) the Employer.
D. A "day" as used here shall be deemed to mean a ~.ork day.
SECTION ~
-- Submission of Grievance:
A.
it infonnall\".
B.
Before submission of a written grievance, the aggrieved party must attempt to resolve
Each grievance shall be submitted in writing on a form approved by the Employer
and the Association and shall identifY the aggrieved pany, the provision of this agreement involved
in the grievance, the time when, and the place where the alleged eVents or conditions constituted the
grievance existed and, if known, the identity of the person responsible for causing such events or
conditions and a general statement of the grievance and redress sought by the aggrieved pany.
C. A grievance shall be deemed waived unless it is submitted within fifteen (15) days
after the aggrieved pany knew of or should have known of the events or conditions on which it is
based.
a. An employee or group of employees may submit grievances which affect them
personally and shall submit such grievances to the immediate'supervisor.
b. The Association may submit any class grievance. The grievance shall be '
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submitted to the Employer.
c. The Employer shall present grievances to the President of the Association
Chapter.
SECTION 4 -- Grievance Procedure
A. The immediate supervisor shall respond in writing to each grievance received. If an
aggrieved party is not satisfied with the response, or if no response is received within seven (7) days
after the submission of a grievance, such aggrieved party may submit a copy of the gri,evance to the
Sheriff or his designee no later than seven (7) days thereafter.
B. The Sheriff or his designee shall, upon request, confer with the aggrieved parties with
respect to the grievance and shall deliver to the aggrieved parties a written statement of his position
with respect to it no later than ten (10) days after it is received by him. If the aggrieved party is not
satisfied with the response, or if no response is' received within the ten (10) days period, the
aggrieved p~ may submit a copy of the grievance to the Chairman of the Board of Supervisors no
later than seven (7) days thereafter.
C. The Chainnan of the Board of Supervisors or his designee shall, within ten (l0) days
after receipt of the grievance, provide the aggrieved party with a statement of the County's position
on the matt~r.
D. Within ten (l0) days after receiving a grievance trom the Employer, the Association
shall deliver to the Chainnan of the Board of Supervisors and Sheriff, a detailed statement of its
position \\;~h respect to the grie\'ance.
E. In the event the Association or the Employer is not satisfied with the statement of the
other with respect to the grievance. it may. within fifteen (15) days after receiving the statement.
refer the grievance to arbitration by requesting that the American Arbitration Association propose
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the names of seven (7) arbitrators. A copy of such request shall be forwarded to the Chainnan of
the Board of Supervisors or the President of the Association Chapter.
SECTION" -- Arbitration
A. Upon receipt of the names of the proposed arbitrators, a designee of the Employer
and the Association shall strike names crom the list until one ultimately is designated as the
arbitrator. A coin flip shall determine the party who begins striking such names.
B. The arbitrator's decision will be in writing and will set forth his findings, reasonings
and conclusions on the issues submitted and be binding on both panies. The arbitrator will be
without power or authority to make any decision which requires the commission of an act prohibited
by law or which is violative of the terms of this AGREEMENT. The arbitrator shall have no power
to alter, add to or detract from the provisions of this AGREEMENT.
C. The cost for the services of the arbitrator wiIl be borne equally by the Employer and
the Association.
D. The election to submit a grievance to arbitration shall automatically be a waiver of
all other remedies or forums which othenvise might be available in resolving disputes covered under
this AGREE~ENT.
ARTICLE IX
RECIPROCAL RIGHTS
SECTION 1 -- Representative Ri~hts
The Employer recognizes the right of the employees to designate representatives of
CCDSBA to appeal on their behalf, to discuss salaries, working conditions, grievances and disputes
as to the tem1S and conditions of the contract and to visit employees during working hours for the
foregoing purposes. Such visits shall be with the prior approval of the Sheriff or his designee. Such
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employee representatives shall also be pennitted to appear at public hearings before the Board of
Supervisors upon the request of the employees.
SECTION 2 -- Non-Discrir.1ir.atory Clause
The Employer and the CCDSBA shall so administer their obligations under this contract in
a manner \vhich will be fair and impartial to all employees and shall not discriminate :lgainst ~"1y
employee by reason of sex, nationality, race, creed, membership or non-membership in the
Association.
SECTION ~ -- Bulletin Board Ri~hts
The CCDSBA shall have the right to post notices and other communications on bulletin
boards maintained on the premises and facilities of the employer subject to the approval of the
contents of such notice and communications by the Employer. The Officers and Agents of
CCDSBA shall have the right to visit employee's facilities for the purpose of adjusting grievances
and administering the tenns and conditions of this contract.
SECTION 4 -- Free Time for Grievance
A. Employees who are designated or elected for the purpose of adjusting grievances or
assisting in th~ administration of this contract shall be pennitted a reasonable amount of time free
from their r~gular duties to fulfill these obligations. It shall be understood that these obligations
have as their purpose the maintenance of hannonious and cooperative relations between the
employer and the employee and the uninterrupted operation of government subject to the approval
of the Sheri tT or his designee in his absence.
B. At the beginning of each calendar year the CCDSBA shall submit to the Sheriff"a
listing of those employees
aforementioned.
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SECTION 5 -- Association Business
There shall be an aggregate total of twenty (20) days of leave per year to be disttibuted
among bargaining unit members, at the discretion of the Association (with the approval of the
Sheriff) to attend Union Business~ i.e. Convention, or other meetings of law enforcement employees.
SECTION 6 --Copies of Contract
The Employer shall supply a copy of this AGREEMENT to each employee.
SECTION 7 -- Employee Rights and Interro~ation.
The following rules are hereby adopted for the questioning of members of the Union for the
purposes of internal administrative investigations:
a. The interrogation of a member of the Sheriffs Department shall be at a reasonable
hour, preferably when the member of the Department is on duty, unless the exigencies of the
investigation dictate otherwise.
b. The interrogation shall take place at a location designated by the Sheriff -ordinarily
at Sheriffs uffice or a location having a reasonable relationship to the incident alleged.
c. The member of the Department shall be informed of the nature of the investigation
before any interrogation commences. Sufficient information to reasonably apprise the member of
the allegations shall be provided. If it is known that the member of the Department is being
interrogated as a witness only, he should b~ so informed at the initial contact.
d. The questioning shall be reasonable in length. Reasonable respites shall be allowed.
Time shall also be provided for personal necessities, meals, telephone calls, and rest periods as are
reasonably necessary.
e. All members of the Department shall be obligated to answer any questions put to
them which are specifically, directly and narro\\lly related to their employment, provided all of their
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constitutional~ legal and contractual rights are protected.
f. The member of the Department shall not be subjected to the use of offensive language
by the investigating officer, nor shall he/she be threatened with transfer or disciplinary action unless
he/she refuses to answer proper questions. The foregoing prohibition againSt threats shall not be
construed to prohibit the investigating officer nom advising the member of the characterof the
discipline the Department intends to impose, nor from advising the member that ifhe/she refuses
to answer proper questions, as above, he/she may be subject to additional charges.
g. This wilI not preclude the Sheriffs authority to suspend in accordance with the
collective bargaining agreement.
h. If a member of the Department is under aITest or is likely to be or, if he/she is the
suspect in or the target of a criminal investigation, he/she shall be given hislher rights pursuant to
the current decisions of the United States Supreme Court and the New York State Court of Appeals.
1. No complaints or reports shall be entered in a member's file unless he/she is supplied
with a copy of it.
J. If a hearing is held on any complaint or report against a member, and if the charges
are dismissed as a result of such hearing, the documents concerning such complaint or report shall
be removed !Tom the member/stile.
k. If: as a result of departmental action, a member should receive official documented
warnings. ad:nonishments or other disciplinary action that may be detrimental to the member, that
member shaJI be afforded the oPportunity of responding in writing to such charges and such response
shall be made part of the member's file. The foregoing shall not preclude the employee trom
exercising any and all rights that the employee has to challenge the discipJine pursUant to the
disciplinary procedure set forth in this Agreement.
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1. In the event the Employer seeks to interview a member regarding a matter \vhich may
result in disciplinary penalty of suspension or termination, the member shall be afforded the
opportunity. should he so request, to consult with his Association representative before being
questioned. Under said circumstances, the Association representative may be present during t..~e
interview of the member. In all circumstances, the member is entitled to all rights secured by ~h~
New York State and the United States Constitution and by law.
SECTION 8 -- Physical Examinatio"n
Each bargaining unit member shall receive J. general physical examination each year :lS
scheduled by the Department, by a doctor designated by the Department, and a comprehensive
physical examination every third year including but not limited to -Height, Weight, Full blood
workups, EKG, X-rays, Stress Test, Respiratory and Circulation.. and Hernias. One third of the
Bargaining lTnit shall receive the comprehensive physical examination each year. The Sheriff shall
retain the right to take any actions necessary, discipline or otherwise if an employee other than entry
level does not pass the physical examination based upon the advice of the physician. All Deputy
Sheriffs on the payroll at the effective date of this Agreement will have age taken into consideration
as a factor 0 f the Physical Examination.
During the tenn of this contract, each bargaining unit member shall receive a comprehensive
physical exam, including but not limited to height, weight, full blood workups, EKG, x-rays, stress
test, respirnh.1ryand circulatory tests and hernia check by a physician designated by the department
and as sched uled by the department.
In th~ event that the examining physician determines that there is a health problem (i.e., high
blood pressure), the County agrees to provide professional assistance in order that the employee
attain and m.:lintain a fitness and health level to meet the demands and the performance level of the
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job.
The members shall be given sufficient time and assistance to achieve this fitness level. If the
employee does not achieve this fitness level, the Sheriff shall retain the right to take any action
necessary, discipline or otherwise, upon the advice of the exariUning physician.
SECTION C)
--Outside Employment
A. No full time Road Deputy is allowed to hold any other police status position with crlY
Agency, Business or person that conflicts or interferes in any way with their duties in the Columbia
County Sheriffs Department. Deputies hired after December 31, 1990 and who are currently
holding another police status position may continue with such position. Deputies hired after
December 3 1, 1990 shall not hold any other police status position.
SECTION 10 -- Joint Safety Committee
The parties agree to establish a Joint Safety Committee \vhich shall meet to discuss issues
pertaining to employee safety. The Committee shall exist of two representatives appointed by the
sheriff, two representatives appointed by the chairman of Board of Supervisors and two
representatives appointed by the Association. The Committee shall appoint a seventh member who
shall act as the neutral chair.
SECTION 11 -- Physical Fitness
The County shall annually budget $2,000.00 for the purpose of physical fitness equipment
in the Sherin's Department gym.
SECTION 1~ -- Committeemen
The CCDSA agrees to abide by the terms of any ordinance.. local law or resolution enacted
by the County ofColwnbia governing their right to hold the office of County Committeemen so long
as such enactment affects all County employees.
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ART/CIE X
WORK CONDITIONS
SECTION 1 -- Reduction in Forc~
The County agrees that in the event there is a reduction of force among bargaining unit
employees, the provisions of the Civil Service Law will be controlling.
SECTION ~ -- Unifonns
A. Initial Issue
Initial issue of unifonns will be furnished to employees by the Employer. A list of clothing
provided under this unifonn first issue clause is attached as Appendix B.
B. Unifonn Replacement J.ndCleanin~ A.lIowance
Ther~ \viIl be one-half the Unifonn Allowance for the first year of service.
Deputy Sheriffs - Road Patrol, Communications Officers, and Criminal Investigators shall
receive a ta.\: free allowance for replacement and cleaning of unifonns as follows:
(i) Road Patrol and Criminal Investigators shall be capped at $900.00 per year
for the tenn uf this contract.
(ii) Communications Officers shall be capped at $550.00 per year for the tenn of
this contract. Effective January I, 1995, Communications Officers shall receive $750.00 unifonn
allo\vance
~r year.
All allowances shall be paid quanerly -on the 1st of April. 1st of July, 1st of October, and
on the 1st of January. Upon completion of three (3) months work.
SECTION ~
-- Patrol Vehicle
A. Under all circumstances the (A) shift shall have tViO men in each patrol vehicle with
the exception of Supervisory Personnel and K-9 patrols who can ride alone. and the (B) and (C)
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shifts shall have one man in each patrol vehicle. However, the (C) shift shaII use either two patrol
vehicles with one man each or one vehicle with two men.
B. Additionally, B shift, Saturday, Sunday and Holidays will have 2 vehicles out.
SECTION 4 -- Patrol Cars
A. Future bid s~cifications for Patrol Cars shall include additional requirements for air
conditioning and split bench seats, except for the K-9 cars and investigators vehicles.
B. Shotguns shall be available in each patrol car on the condition that employees follow
a cleaning schedule the same to be dete=ined by the Sheriff through Departmental procedures.
SECTION"' -- Overtime Assiinment~
A. Only full time scheduled 40 hour per week Road Deputies will be utilized to work
in place of personnel certified as Road Deputies who are on sick time, personal time, or vacation
time. With the exception of more than two employees off on vacation per shift, 1 Part-time Deputy
can be used.
B. Overtime shall flISt be offered to full-time personnel. Only if no full-time personnel
are willing to accept such offer may the Sheriff offer overtime to part-timers with the exception of
emergenCIes.
C. Overtime shall first be assigned to off-duty personnel on a rotation basis, said rotation
beginning \\ith the most senior employees. .If no off-duty personnel are wiIling to accept such otTer,
overtime sh:1llthen be assigned to on-duty personnel on a rotation basis, said rotation beginning with
the most senior employees.
SECTION 6 -- Meal Allowanc~
The .:mployer shall provide a meal allowance of Four Dollars and Seventy Five Cents ($6.00
upon the signing of the contract) to employees working three (3) hours overtime immediately
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following or preceding a shift. Persons working a full shift overtime will not be paid a meal
allowance.
SECTION 7 - Criminal In,'estigators
A. Investigators shall work from Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. The
on-call investigator shall \vork 1:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
B. Investigators who are required to be on call for a planned and de.signated period of
time shall receive compensation at the rate of nine hours compensatory time for every full week of
being required to be on call. Effective Janual"Y1, 1995, investigators shall receive ten (10) hours
compensatory time or straight time pay for each week of being required to be on call. Eight (8)
hours of compensatory time shall be earned for each holiday falling within the on-call period. Under
no circumstances shall the above time be used in the computation of overtime payor eligibility for
overtime pay.
c. Investigators required to work any hours in excess of their nonnal eight hour workday
will be compensated at the rate of time and one-half their regular rate of pay for any hours worked
in excess of their nonnal eight hour workday.
D. Criminal Investigators will have a car assigned to them for official duty.
SECTION 8 - Definition of Full Time Employee
Pursuant to the local Civil Service Commission Rule employment in the Sheriff's Department
shall be considered full-time when a person works over 50% of the time allotted for a regular week
in said department.
If the local Civil Service Rule is amended this provision will change in accordance with the
said amended rule.
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J4RTICLE XI
EMPLOYEE DISCIPLINE
(a) Employees in the bargaining unit who have attained permanent status, shall not be
discharged or otherwise disciplined except as provided herein.
(b) Prior to taking formal disciplinary action, the employee shall be notified by the
Sheriff that discipline is contemplated. A meeting will be held bet\veen the Sheriff or designee and
the employee to discuss and attempt to resolve the discipline.
(c) If the matter cannot be resolved and if the Sheriff elects to proceed with [annal
discipline~ a Notice of Discipline shall be served upon the employee. which shall specify the acts for
which discipline is being imposed, and tHe penalty.
(d) If the employee disagrees with the imposition of discipline and/or the penalty, the
employee or Union may submit a demand for arbitration as provided in Article IX, Section 5 of the
collective bargaining agreement. The grievance must be submitted within founeen (14) calendar
days of receipt of the Notice of Discipline. Failure to submit the grievance within the required
fourteen (14) calendar days will constitute an acceptance of the imposed discipline and penalty and
the matter \\i11 be deemed settled in its entirety.
(e) Nothing contained herein shall prevent the Sherifffrom suspending an employee prior
to the service of the Notice of Discipline and the imposition of the clisciplinary penalty provided that
the Notice of Discipline is served within five (5) working days of such suspension.
ARTICLE XII
SPECIAL DETAILS
SECTION 1
A ~ial detail is any detail posted by the Sheriff, \vhich an eligible employee may elect to
work volunurily at his regular hourly rate. Such details. however, shall not include boat patrol.
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school functions, court details or enhanced enforcement patrols, which are defined herein. Posted
special details will be offered to full-time eligible employees. If no full-time employees volunteer
to work, the special detail may be offered to part-time employees.
SECTION 2 -- Boat Patrol
A. Boat Patrol will consist of one full-time Deputy Sheriff and one part-time Deputy
Sheriff. (The Sheriff may use two full-time employees in the event that part-time employees are not
available or, in the event that full-time employees are not available, then he may use two part-time
employees. )
B. Any full-time Deputy Sheriff receiving andacceptingthe offer of the boatdetailshall
commit to forty (40) hours of boat detail over the summer, which detail shall not include training.
SECTION l -- School Function~
School functions shall be paid at the rate to be negotiated by the Sheriff
SECTION 4 -- Enhanced Enforcement Patrols
Assignments shall be first offered to full-time Deputy Sheriffs who shall be paid at their
regular hourly rate. If an assignment is not taken by a full-time Deputy Sheriff, part-time deputies
may be used.
SECTION
"'
If a D~puty Sheriff signs up for a special detail and does not show up, or, at the last minute,
crosses his/her name off the list, without a reasonable explanation. the Sheriff shall have the right
to remove th~ employee's name off the special detail list. The length of time that the name shall be
removed from the special detail list shall be at the discretion of the Sheriff.
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SECTION 6 -- Court Detail
Coun detail shall be staffed by pan-time Deputy Sheriffs who shall receive their regular rate
of pay.
ARTICLE xm
COMPATIBILITY WITH LAW
SECTION I -- Prohibition A~ainst Strikes
The parties recognize that strikes and other fonns of work stoppages by County employees
are contrary to law and County policy. The CCDSBA and the Employer subscribe to the principle
that differences should be resolved by peaceful and approved means without interruption of County
affairs. CCDSBA affinns that it does not assert the right to strike against the Employer or to assist
or participate in any such strike or to impose an obligation upon its members to conduct or to
participate in such a strike.
SECTION:! -- IndemnificatioQ
.
In the event that a Deputy Sheriff: Investigator, Captain, Deputy Sheriff, Road Patrol
Sergeant, Deputy Sheriff Road Patrol, Communications Sergeant or Communications Officer is
named as a defendant in a civil lawsuit and the suit arises out of the officer's performance of his
duties, whether on or off duty, the County of Columbia shall defend the officer and shall hold him
hannless from all costs of defense and when it is detennined that the suit is based upon actions
taken by the officer which were within the scope of his employment and authority, the County of
Columbia shall indemnify the officer and shall hold him hannless ITomany resulting judgment
emanating fTom a CoUrt of competent jurisdiction and awarding damages against the officer,
including compensatory, special. general, punitive or exemplary damages.
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SECTI ON 3 -- Separability
This AGREEMENT shall be construed so as to be compatible with all federal, state and local
laws and the invalidity of :my provisions of this AGREE?v1ENT by reason of any such existing law,
shall not effect the validity of the surviving provisions. If tr~ enactment of legislation, or a
determination by a court of final jurisdiction (\\.h~:::er in a proceeding between the parties, but
controlled by reason of the facts) renders any portion of this AGREEMENT invalid then all other
sections shall remain in full force and ~ffect as if such invalid portions thereofhad not been incIud~j
therein. In the event that the current la\'is are modified so as to permit greater Association security
than presently permitted by law, the Employer and ~he Association will negotiate concerning
possible amendments to this AGREEMENT in accordance with such modified legislation.
SECTION ~ -- Notice as Provided by Law
Notices as provided by Section 204-A of the Civil Service Law, as amended:
"IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISIONS OF THIS
AGREEYfEVf REQillRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION BY THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS TO
PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS 1HEREFORE~
SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL SUCH APPROV.-\L HAS BEEN GIVEN."
ARTICLE XIV
EMPLOYER'S RIGHTS
The Employer's entering into this AGREEMENT in no way. whether explicitly or implicitly,
diminishes itS relationship as Employer to its employees nor the Employer's rights and employees'
duties such relationship entails.
The Employer retains all of its rights including, but not limited to; the right to assign work
as required. lincluding that which requires overtime); the right to supervise as required~ and the right
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to discipline where necessary; subject to the provi~ions of this AGREEMENT, the Civil Service law
of the State of New York and any other federal, state or local laws, this AGREE.\1EN1 :s executed
in quadruplicate original.
The County shall not be required to continue to maintain federally funded programs. \\~:en
such programs are terminated the incumbent \vill be allowed to rerum to his original classific~tion.
EFFECTIVE DATE OF AGREEMENT
This AGREEMENT shall become effective on January 1, 1996, and shall terminate on the
close of business on December 31, 1998, except as specifically mentioned herein.
If AGREEMENT on a new contract has not been reached bv the deadline date, the tenns of
this contract remain in effect while the negotiating process is ongoing and until a new
AGREEMENT is executed by the parties.
COLUMBIA COUNTY DEPUTY SHERIFFS
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STATE OF NEW YORK
: ss:
COUNTY OF COLUMBIA:
On this ,~l/day of //{~ ~U'- ,1996, before me the subscriber personally appe::;dGerald Simon~, to me known, wr.o be::lg by me duly sworn deposes andsays: that he resides in the
Thwn of Ancram, that he is the Cb<ijrman.Columbia COUIltvBoard QfSupervi~ors, the corpor.hicn
described in and which executed the :!bo\'~ instrument; that he knows the setl0f said corporation.
thatthe seal affixed to said instrument is such corporate seal; that it was so affixed by orderof th~
Columbia COll{ltyBoard ofSu1)ervisors, of said corporation and that he signed his name thereto by
like order._/y_/: ~.
',"
/'~~¥~YU'~ii/ --
\- -
'_:::SL K, ZWICKLBAUER
Notary Public, State of New York
No,02ZW5027407
Qualified in Albany
~~~t~ r: .Commission Expires
~_' I_of ?
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APPENDIX o"A"-cont'd
Schedule II
Enrolled in Special 20125 Year Retirement Profram
Effective Effective Effective Effective
Title
~Jill26 l1lfll
~Captain $38,451 $38,451 $39,989 $39,989
Sr. Crimina1lnvestigator $36,144 $36,144 $37,590 $37,590
Criminal Investigator $35,376 $35,376 $36,791 S36,791
Sergeant $33,837 $33,837 $35,190 $35,190
Deputy Sheriff TopStep$30,761 $30,761 $31,991 $3t991
Step5 $29,761 $29,76] $30,991 $30,991
Step4 $28,761 $28,761 $29,991 $29,991
Srep3 $27,761 $27,761 $28,991 $28,991
Step2 $26,761 $26,761 $27,991 $27,991
StepJ $25,761 $25,761 526,991 $26,911
CommunicationSergeant $32,338 $32,338 $33,632 $33,632
CommunicationOfficer:
TopSt~p$29,398 $29,398 $30,574 $30,574
StcpS $28,398 $28,398 $29,574 $29,574
Step 4 $27,398 $27,398 $28,574 $28,574
Step 3 $26J 98 $26,398 S27,574 $27,574
Step 2 $25,398 $25,398 526,574 $26,574
StepI $24,398 $24,398 $25,574 $25,574
.. ..
-
.
Enrolled in Special 20/25 Year Retirement Program
1/1/96 l1JB1 lLlL2!
Captain
Sr. Criminal Investigator
Criminal Investigator
Sergeant 976 1,015 1,015
Deputy Sheriff TopStcp 887 923 923
Steps 858 894 894
Step4 830 865 865
Step) 801 836 836
Step2 772 807 807
StepI 743 779 779
Communications Sergeant 933 970 970
Communications Officer:
TopStep 848 882 882
StepS 819 853 853
step4 790 824 824
Step3 761 795 795
Step2 733 767 767
step t 704 738 738
..
~ .. ........-
APPENDIX" A"
SALARY SCHEDULE.. coot'd
Billing Pay Rates
(Based 00 Five (5) Hours Per Mooth/60 Houn Per Year)
APPENDIX "An
SALARY SCHEDULE
Schedule I
Not enrolled in $peciaI20/25 Year Retirement Prorram
Effective Effective Effective Effective
Iitk 1/1/95 ~1/1197
~Captain $38,451 $39,412 $40,989 $42,013
Sr. Criminal Investigator $36,144 $37,048 $38,530 $39,493
Criminal Investigator $35,376 $36,260 $37,711 $38,654
Sergeant $33,837 $34.683 $36.070 $36,972
Deputy Sheriff TopStep$30,761 $31,530 532,791 $33,611
StepS $29,761 $30,530 $31,791 $32,611
Seep4 $28,761 $29,530 $30,791 $31,611
Seep3 $27,761 $28,530 $29,791 $30,611
Step2 $26,761 S27,530 $28,791 529,611
Step I $25,761 $26,530 $27,791 $28,611
Communication Sergeant $32,338 533,146 $34,472 535,334
Communication Officer:
TopStep$29,398 $30,133 531,338 $32,122
StepS $28,398 $29,133 S30.338 $31,122
Step4 $27,398 $28,133 $29,338 $30,122
Step3 S26~398 $27,133 $28,338 $29,122
Step2 $25,398 $26,133 $27,338 $28,122
Step1 524,398 $25,133 S26,338 $27,122
., .. . ~ .
Not Enrolled in Special 20/25 Year Retirement Program
.lL.lL22 1/1/97 1/1198
Captain
Sr. Criminal Investigator
Criminal Investigator
Sergeant 1,000 1,040 1,066
Deputy Sheriff TopSttp 910 946 970
StepS 881 917 941
Seep4 852 888 912
Step3 823 859 883
Step2 794 831 854
Stcp1 765 802 825
Communications Sergeant 956 994 1,019
Communications Officer:
TopStep 869 904 927
Step5 840 875 898
S~4 812 846 869
Stcp3 783 817 840
Step2 754 789 811
Step1 725 760 782
.. r .. ... .
-
. ~
~
APPE~IX "A"
SALARY SCHEDULE -cont'd
Billing Pay Rates
(Based on Five (5) Hours Per Montb/60 Hours Per Year)
"APPENDIX "B"
FOR mE ROAD PATROL
3 Pair Pants
3 Long Sleeve Shirts
3 Shon Sleeve Shins
I All Weather Jacket
1 Stratton Hat
I Garrison Belt
1 Holster
1 D.H. Cuff Case
1 Cuffs
I Rain Coat
I Rain Boots
1 Gun Belt
1 DepanmentaJ Issue Weapon
1 Pair Black Shoes
3 Pair Black Socks
: Tie
1 Tie CHp
1 Collar Brass
I Name Tag
I Extra Ammunition Holder
BODY ARMOR supplied to regularly assigned Road Patrol and available for substitutes. Must be worn on duty.
FOR COMMt JNICATlQNS OFFICERS
3 Pair Work Trousers
3 Long Sleeve Work Shirts
3 Shan Sleeve Work Shins
I Jacket (seasonal)
I Pair Black Shoes
3 Pair Black Socks
I Garrison Belt
.Memorandum of Agreement
by and between
The County of Columbia
and .the
The Columbia County Deputy Sherifrs Association
1. The tenn of this agreement shall be 1/1/96 to 12/31/98.
2. The County of Columbia shan offer an membersof the bargainingunit, with the exception of the
communication officers the option of eleCting the special 20 year retirement plan with the additionall/60lh of
final uverugc salary option for Service in excess of lw~nly yean;, and this shall take effect 1/1/97.
3. The County of Columbia shall pass a home rule message requesting the state legislature to enact a special 25
year retirement plan with the addjtionall/60th of final average salaryoption for Service in excess ofh.\I'entyfive
years for the communication officers of the unit and shall utilize their best efforts to secure passage of the same
and offer same to these officers.
4. The salaries of the bargdining unit menlbers, elel:ting nut to enroll in the special 20 and 25 year retirement
programs, which electjon shall be made no later than December 3 i, 1997}shall be increased by 2.5% and
retroac:tive to 1/1/96; the salaries ofal1 bargaining unit members shall be increased 4.0% effective 1/1/97. The
salaries of bargaining unit members wh,.. have elected not to enroll in the special 20 or 25 year plan shall be
increased 2.5% effective lill98 In additiun) the County win offer its current deferred compoprogram. for
anyone wisping a tax deferred savings program. The sa1~ryschedules shall reflect the two tier rate payments.
5...There ~han be a step plan implemented for Deputy Sheriffs and Communication'~ Officers e.rnployed
~
,sequent to the execution of this agreement. They !C:hallbe employed at a rate $5,000 less than t~ top deputy
rate. and each year thereafter. thev shall be increased S1
i
QOOtin they rear.1 t~e ton rate_ years of experience
will determine at what step new employees wi 1 be brought in.
6. The longevity step covering Y~'11~S2 throtiglt'4 shall not be applicabrc to all employees hired subsequent to the
execution date of this agreement.
7. Personal leave days shan be increased one (1) day per year.
8. Briefing Pay shan be converted to base salary and shall be paid at the rate of 5 hours per month, and shall not
be included in the base for the purposes of establishing rank differentials per Article II, section 1(C).
9. The shin assignrnents shu11be governed by the current agreement bet\veeI1the Sheriff and the Columbia
County Deputy Sheriff's Association and shall be included in the agreement:
Article ill Section A.
New ParafZr'aph
However. for a ~ix 11'H>nthneriod commencing 1/1/96. the Sheriff and the CCDSBA have agreed to
temporarily impiement tbe fQJ10wingshift schedule:
Pernument A Shi£l:.llPm to 7am
Rotate B Shift: .7am to 3pm
Rotate C Shift 3pm to 11pm
I
.~
,
_!1 This shift schedule shall be in effect till 6/30/96 and shall be evaJuated bv the Sheriff and CCDSBA d!!ring
. Jhe p~riod 6/1/96 to 6/3.0/96 duri.ng whi~JI time they may mutual1v agree to approve auq irnD]~ment it on a
?ermanent basis. Should Jh~ .[&I1ies fail to aD~rove the tempol'ary schedule the schedule~
schedule described in D~rngfM?h 2 of this sect1on.
1.0.Leave time carryover policy shaH remain the same, and the policy shall be written into the agreement.
Article V. Sub 2. Sub C: add:
Emoloyee maYS~rry .OYID'.a maxin1um of 5 days vacation only if a written request is submitted to the
Sheriffby D~Qember 1st.
11. The l~U1Tentpolicy for s!)ecialdetail assignment shall be written into the agreement.
PQsted sDecial d~t~H.assjgnments win be offered to fun time eli.~ble employees. Ifno fuU time employees
yoJunteer to work. the Speci~1 Detail may be offered to part time emnloyees.
12. The prograln "Rent a geput y'~shall be renamed Enhanced Enforcement Patrols.
13. Labor .Day shall be a designated holiday for non-shift personnel. (Article IV 1. A (b»
14. The c:un:ent defirjtion ofuspeciaJ details" shall be wriUen into th~ agreement.
Soecial Detail i~.!y!yDetail posted by the Sheriff: which an eli~ble emnloyee may elect to work
~ .ntarily at his r~. hO~.Ih~rate. ho\vever such details shall not include Boat Patrol School Functions Court
details. or Enhanced EntQl£t!ment Patrols which arc defined in Article XII.
]S. The County wi1lincrease the Health Insurance ~y back to $1500 for urot members whose spouse is not
employtd by the County and for unit members 'whose spouse is employed by the County~ !\uch amount !;hallhe
increased to $900.
16. The policy governing part time details shall be written into the agreement (see item .#11).
17. Bereavement Leave shail'be identical to the benefit currently received by Local 424.
New Article 1/1.'iection J
Q.Definitio"
Bereavement/.eave is leave with pay grallted to an employee for each death in the immediate
fam;(v.
b. Amount of LemJe
,.."our days shall he wanted for the death of husband, w~fe. son, daughter, brother, sister,
mu'her, uruJfather.
7hree day.\' with pay shall be grantedfor a death,in the immediatefamily which shall in,"/ude:
grandparenl. grandchild, father4in-law, mother-in-law, stepfather. stepmother, $Iepchi/d or any I I
otht!r r,datiw! r(!siwng in the ~mplo'ye.e 's hOl/Sehold.. I
()ne day (~f ht!reaveml!nt shall be granted/or the death of an aunt or an unc:/e.
r
i to:. Physical Fitness-shalJ be decided by m\'.ual agreement between SheritrBernam an~ Jim Funk; and the
County shn]) nnnunJlybudgct $2.000 for the physicnl fitness equipment in the Sheriffs DcptUtmcnt gym,
,
Anicle IX. Section 8 (t'dd)
.
..
I', :,
'
,'" t \I
'"
In the event that the examinin h sid detennines th t there is health robl m i : hi h blood
pressure). the County a~~~ to provide professional assistance in order that the employee attain and maintai1l.l
fitness and hea]th levelJQ..tpeethe demands and the nerfortr1nce level ofth~ob. '
The membersshallbe given ~uft1cicnttime ancUmstance to acnievetbiLfitness ~e emp~
does not achieve this fitn~ J~vel.the Sheriff shall retain the right to take any action ne<6'ssary.disciplineQ(
otherwise. UDonthe advise Q.(I)1examining pnysician. .
19.
~cn~-~~ County will provide lhe improved dental plan, entitled GHI Preferred. and will continue to pay
100 ~ of IndlV1dualcoverage and the member will continue to pay the cost of dependent coverage.
20. Vision-The County win provide the improved vision plan, entitled GHI Fashion Visio" Plm, and will
continue to pay 100010of jndivjdual coverage und the member will continue to pay the cost of dependent
coverage.
21. am Plan. in patient deductihle ~hatl increase f:om $240.00 to S500
22. The RX:Copays shall in be increased:
A: om trom $3/5 to an amount no greater than
H. ClJPHP from $2/7 to an amount no SAeal~r lhan
c. Wellcare Value the current rate to an amount no greater than
$5/10
$5/10
$5.00
23. The County and the Association agree to combine the language of the 91-93 agreement and the 94-95
agreement. as the language trom the 91-93 agreement was inadvertently omitted in the printing of the 94-95
agreement. Article VI, Section 1. paragraph M shall now read:
Retiree Health In~"lr'111c:e
For all eligible emp!oyee..v hired prior to 7/21/95, the County shall pay an amount equal
to fifty (50%) Qf the cost of health insurance for eligi.\/e retired employees of the CCDSBA as
~qujred by the New York State FJnP/oyee 's Retirement System. In addition, the County shall pay
an amount equal to fifty (50%) nf the co:t;tof Malth instlrance for dependent.f of eligible retired
employees of the CCI JSRA. 'J'he (~ounty shall pay an amount equal to 75% of the co~1 of health
insurance for eligible retirtd employees and their dependents who retire after 20 or 2J.year.f
depending on their retirement program option.
}4'oremp'oyee.~ hired t:ifter, 011or after 7/21/95, the COU1Ityshall pay the full cost of
individual coverage. Any accumulated sick leave will be converted at the full rate ofpay at the
time of retireme"t to pa}'.for family coverage under the County Health J~rance Plans at the
time of retirement. When the converted money is exhausted, the retired member may,:at h/slher.,
OWflC!XfJl!n."l!,~YJflliml(:Lapurticipate In rhe family plan of the County Health Insurance Plan. '~:,::..:
Those employees hired after 7/21/95 who have individual health insurance at ~,_t/me ~I
retirement will be able to cash in up to 25% of the total accumulated siclcleave 31 thefull rate uf
pay at the time qf reflremellt.
.'
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2{ Committeemen Issue. The Ce-oSA agrees to abide by the tcnn~ of uny ordinance, local law. or resulution
enacted by the County of Co:umbia governing their right to hold the office of County Committeema~ so long as
such enactment affects an County employees.
2). Longevity Issue - The top !\ongevity s~p, 'which 20+ years shall be reduced by $200, effective 1/1/97.
I '
26. Health Insurance for dependents- the union agrees to pay 15% effective the signing of this agreement; 200tfct
effective 1/1/97, and 25~/oeffective 1/1/98. I
27. The County agrees to increase the CAP for Comp Time iTom 40 to 80 hrs for the year 1/1/96 to 12/31/96;
and subject to the mutual agreement of the Sheriff and union president such Cap may be extended on a year to
year basjs. (Article II, See 3b. sub d)
28. All other tenns and conditions in the current con~"tive bargaining agreement shall remain the same and the
parties agree that the foregoing items numbered 1 through 28 represent the entirety of the agreement.
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Date:
For the County of Columbia
TalIf;. ~. 2/Nftro
Todd Grenci Date:
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